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Tamar   Chakvetadze (new) 

Based in (you may also add other information on your origin): Georgia 
Gender identity (optional): Gender queer 
Member of the following TGEU member organisation(s): Women Initiative Supporting Group 
Member of other organisations working with / for trans people: Georgian Young Greens 
Individual TGEU member: no 
 
Application Summary (max. 1000 characters) 
I am Gender queer Feminist with practical lifetime background. Activist from my mother’s womb, Defender of 
women and LGBTQI+ people’s rights and artist from the heart. 
As soon as I have reached my bachelor degree in Law, I prepared for the second round and I received my MA in 
Gender studies. That I see as my strength. Gender studies in Georgia is the only program in Caucasus and 
unfortunately fairly unpopular.  
My broad involvement in Governmental and Non-Governmental civil projects gives me a strong base for my 
further active participation in TGEU projects.  
As a volunteer at The Public Defender’s Office in Georgia, I was assigned to the task of processing important 
information received from non-governmental and governmental sectors, writing reports of The Universal 
Periodic Reviews (UPR), giving recommendations and the evaluation of perspectives of Gender Equality in the 
country. During 2013-14 I was involved in different civil cases and initiatives with Public Defender’s team, at 
first in Disability Center and then in Gender Equality Department. I have been an active contributor to 
increasing awareness about the rights of women with disabilities, as one of the most vulnerable and 
marginalized group of society.  
Nowadays, I am Vice-president of Executive Committee of Georgian Young Greens.  Georgian Young Greens 
is open queer NGO, which works not only about ecology, climate and generally about green politics, but it also 
has a strong vision against discrimination of any signs.  
I am seeking for changes in social, cultural and economic aspects of Georgian youth and in the whole society. 
The culture of volunteering is poorly developed in Georgia, but I believe that this is the most important part of 
organizational development. As Executive Committee member, I monitor youth projects locally and 
internationally, coordinate and facilitate program events within the organization. As the result, I meet a lot of 
foreign partners and like-minded people, which helps me to exchange information and share experiences 
regarding social justice, democracy, gender and other policies of our organization. 
Projects and activities I have been involved include, but are not limited to: 

 Energy, Climate Change and Gender (Erasmus project -  Enerbridges, German Greens,Germany, 
2014); 

 Delegate of FYEG GA in Georgia (Federation of Young European Greens; 2015) 

 Roma inclusion (Photographer, FYEG,Chech Republic, 2014); 

 Me Over my SEX (Art project; GYG,Georgia, 2014); 

 Co-founder of online journal „Feminist Coming Out” (LBT women 
empowerment,Photographer,Blogger,2015); 

 Activist on D12 Climate Change Demostration (FYEG, Belgium/France 2015). 

 From 2015 active participant of Green Academy about: Social art, movements, visual campanies 
about LGBTQI issues. (The South Caucasus Regional Office of the Heinrich Boell Foundation) 

Most importantly, I am a member and researcher of Trans* community of the NGO “Women Initiative 
Supporting Group”. My goal is to empower trans *and other gender performative groups to meet their needs 
and be able to stand up for themselves as valuable citizens do. 
 
Motivation (max. 1000 characters) 
I would like to start my motivation with Butler’s famous quote: "Masculine and feminine roles are not 
biologically fixed but socially constructed."  
I understand, that I am privileged to be white, to have ability to work and study, but for most transgender 
people mere physical survival is an issue in Georgia.  Invisibility and threat to life are core dangers of everyday 
life of trans community in my country. Government’s unwillingness to guarantee free speech, freedom of 
manifestation, security and many other fundamental rights of LGBTQ people fuels ever growing hatred 
towards minorities.  
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My motivation to run for this position very much derives from these problems. Having been involved in 
numerous social activities, that aimed to improve livelihood of trans community, I understood that there is not 
much to do without power and resources to impact the current issues.  
As I see and lots of researches show, there are two main dilemma nowadays among LGBT organizations and 
their politics with community in Georgia: 
 1) Out politics  
2) Inner politics.  
“Out politics” involves anti-politics from public structures, LGBTQI issues are still considered as “propaganda” 
and Soviet influence supporting such kind of perspectives. 
So called “Westernization” is identified as dangerous move for nationalism and still work on society 
sentiments. But the worst mechanism is hate speech and stereotypes from media.  
“Inner politics” considers the problems which LGBTQI organizations have about is a lack of LGBTQI 
community and their separation from top management positions; community is less involved in organizational 
processes; initiatives are coming hierarchically from up to down and lack of qualified stuff in organizations. 
Identity politics had it’s own results. At first, it made broader the space for tolerance , (even it’s not a best 
word) in social aspect. If homosexuality was a taboo, now we are talking about it at least in sub-culture and 
even criticize it. Of course it made a big platform for issues such as: sensitivity, activism and etc., but there was 
no any change for transgender and queer people.  
Despite the fact that in 2014 “Anti-discriminative Law” was adopted in Georgia increasing number of trans 
people murders is still an unfortunate issue. The Civil Court didn’t get any judgment that trans murder cases 
were done because of their gender and sexual orientation.  So, transgender people are disappearing or 
murdered much more often.  Most of them work as sex-workers and have problems in health service, or even 
can’t work. And no one has any chance to stop it, not in legislative way nor other. 
The fact that several LGBT Ngo’s started their own civil politics among homosexual people activism, it is much 
more blur. Stories of Trans people and queer people are another “project idea” for articles, tests,  etc. 
Transgender people are very “trendy” as grants are coming from donors to make possible the most elemental 
problems about them. Transgender community members are still waiting for several years in NGO’s to see any 
kind of change, but mostly we have no results. My main aim not only research, but have a possibility for trans* 
and queer people, to make their own platform. I think transgender and queer people shouldn’t be a part  for 
only several limited projects for donors represented only by lesbians or gay top management, but to have their 
own shelter and accomplished needs.   
These problems fuel my interest to be part of TGEU. Membership of EC will give me an incredible chance to be 
in the epicenter of transgender people advocacy, research and global trans movement. You will give me a 
strong background in legislative way and in other directions. I will give you a broad vision about stories from 
Caucasus and would like to speak openly. Transgender and queer people have no possibility for news, 
changes, training or other possibilities in globally and nothing is changing for them. Therefore I want to initiate 
change and have my great will to be a first voice in Georgia to represent our own selves, for our needs, for our 
freedom. 
 
Skills (max. 1000 characters) 
My experience with human rights starts with working on legal issues as a civil lawyer. After graduating 
university I mostly I worked in private organizations  on international contracts, on legal documents and 
several  cases. Being a part of legal team helped me to develop certain skills that are necessary for the position 
I am applying at TGEU. Those skills include and are not limited to: fluent professional writing, critical thinking, 
research and communications and creativity. In general sense, these skills are important for any person that 
hold a position of responsibility. 
 
Working at the Office of Public Defender of Georgia as an intern for a year has changed many things in myself, 
including my career prospectives.  
As a lawyer of Centre On The Protection Of Rights Of Persons With Disabilities my Responsibilities were:  
●  Participation in different projects for rights of persons with disabilities;  
●  Preparing reports and recommendations;  
●  Scheduling meetings and arranging the logistics;  
●  Translating documents and legislations in English and vice versa.  
Working people with disabilities drove me to get more research how people live with several stigmas and 
there was no any case about homosexual people with disabilities. They are totally invisible. What I get from 
this opportunity was emotional intelligence. That means people need our empathy, personal connection 
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respect and understanding. This is when I decided that my skills and knowledge as a lawyer would be better 
used to speak out for people who it needed more. 
 
Consequently, after a year, I moved to Gender Equality Department were I was working on Gender issues as a 
lawyer and researcher: 
● Preparing reports and recommendations;  
● Processing Governmental review and Alternative (NGO) review in gender perspectives;   
● Researching UPR international conventions and legislations, public policies and law reforms in gender 
aspects (women and politics, women and labor, etc.)  
● Participating in case examination about women of domestic violence, homosexuals, sex-worker 
people, etc. 
In Gender Equality Department most cases were coming about domestic violence, violence among sex-
workers, discrimination cases on gender and sexual orientation. We have a huge problems about that in our 
patriarchal, masculine society, who still lives on stereotypes and makes hate speech.  
It gave me a great opportunity to gain the ability to function in a multi-party work environment for collective 
collaboration.  
 
To sum up my experience at Public Defender’s Office, I dealt with many different issues, that were both 
complex and emotionally consuming. But I’ve realized that a lot, because then I knew that there are my equals 
who need protection and help and who, unfortunately, are not capable of doing it themselves. Skill-wise, I 
learned how to work in a stressful, sensitive environment.  
 
 
My MA in Gender research studies gave me a strength to examine issues of identity, class, race, ethnicity in 
social processes and cultural representations. Made broader  focus on gender as an analytical category in the 
hierarchy of power relations. Gave me  a knowledge to generate different gender perspectives and equality 
balance in the worldwide. Prepared to  
interconnect different kind of systemic, oppressive institutions and privileges, which causes discrimination and 
oppression.  
 
Talking on intersection and how gender matters in different spheres I used my skills in art and photography for 
researching Masculine gaze in nude-photography in Georgia and I proved that sexism and objectifying 
women’s bodies for using like a product for capitalistic interests mostly by men is very welcome. And the 
“gaze” – how we see in the front of the camera, mostly was heteronormative and masculinized. So masculine 
gaze is still powerful and enjoys its privileges, while other gazes like feminine gaze, feminist gaze, gay gaze or 
others are still random. 
 
It shall be noted that I had already have an experience be a member of EC, so I feel free to have the next 
opportunity and become creative team-member, good friend and activist. My verbal and communication skills 
makes easier to have public presentations, statements and work on organizational strategies. And also I am 
never afraid of taking responsibility and acting on behalf of certain group that has trust in me. 
 
I put my theoretical skills writing blogs for online journal “Feminist Coming Out”, which is new but works on 
LBT issues and I’m proud to be co-founder of that online platform. Where I can use my creativity and artistic 
skills and strong side of visual discourse I am passionate with. Luckily to my photo-project “Self-identification” 
- what makes you, I made mini coming-out stories with pictures about LBT people after what we published 
publication. 
 
Unfortunately, for some homophobic groups of extremists is valuable to have a power of  influence on 
universities politics. Such kind of groups accumulate  Gender research and LGBTQ issues still “propaganda”.  
They interrupt the 4th conference “Rising sensitivity about gender and sexualities among students” 
collaborating with Gender Institute and NGO “Identoba”, supported by Canadian government at The Ivane 
Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University (TSU). My friends and I immediately did a Photo-project campaign as an 
activism to show the whole society what literature and books we are studying and why. These action was 
called #educationpropaganda, which aim was that Gender studies, women issues, feminism  and LGBTQI 
literacy is the part of social studies. That campaign had a huge feedback from society. 
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To conclude, my diverse working experience and skills I’ve acquired will help me to be an efficient, important 
and unchangeable  EC member, who has an eager to work with a European perspective and serve the diverse 
European trans community. 
Experience in NGO and especially in trans activism (max. 1500 characters) 
My so called `NGO career` starts with “Georgian Young Greens”. First, I was involved in “Green politics” about 
the ecology, climate change, social justice  and activism platform, as a volunteer. After few months of 
successful work, I was elected as a Vice president of Executive Committee.  
The working philosophy of “Georgian Young Greens” was essentially dependent on individual initiative, skills 
and hard work.  Being a team leader of such free minded, experienced and creative people grew me as a 
strong, determined and collaborative leader, who can both manage and be friends with team.  
As an executive, in collaboration with the rest of the team, I made some important changes in general strategy 
of organization. We got more involved in art projects that influenced people to live more ecologically friendly 
lives. 
All in all,  I enjoyed to work as a team-leader, team-member and  a team-follower. My responsibilities were: 
• Assist and support the president as required; 
• Support the president in organizing meetings and committee conference events; 
• Conducts and maintain EC decisions, negotiations and organizational politics; 
• Assist the president in providing leadership and direction to the organization; 
 
Working with GYG, gave me a big opportunity have a big network among Greens in global, gave me a strength 
in project management and financial literacy. I’ve been involved in international projects too, like with German 
Greens and have a honor to be a Delegate on GA of Federation of Young European Greens in Georgia.  
 
Green movement has several NGO’s in Georgia and I always participate in the projects about gender, youth, 
LGBTQ issued to represent the strategies against discrimination and representation in the local area. 
 
Despite the fact that “Georgian Young Greens” have an open queer politics and had several projects about 
LGBT issues like: “Me over my sex” (funded by The Swedish Institute, art-project) and “Diapason” (funded by 
Women fund Georgia; non-formal educational LBT project), I as a prep-team member  can say that it wasn’t 
enough for me.  Because even top LGBT organizations have problems with renewing  their politics with 
community members, to make them active, motivated or get interesting non-formal education resources for 
them.  Unfortunately GYG do not have directly politics to have community members and are still young about 
that issues. Especially with trans* community aspects. Therefore, for me as a gender researcher it doesn’t give 
me a possibility to work with trans* and queer issues, so that I call a fail for me, by I have a great eager to 
improve.  
 
Most importantly, I’ve been involved in trans* community lives after I joined NGO “Women Initiatives 
Supporting Group”, where I actively speak out for more involvement of trans* and queer people in decision 
making process, that is almost never the case in general society. 
 
Despite the fact, that WISG is trying to give them literacy and support in general LGBT issues, their activism is 
still low, but I am trying my best to help them gaining other skills like in: project management, team-building, 
activism and how the role of Trans* people matter for any other community. Being transgender or queer 
doesn’t mean to be separated from other groups, because each of the experience and agency is very 
important at least for our future. 
 
Bearing in mind my experience with trans community, I want to be part of EC to be more useful to them, to 
have power and information that can contribute to their survival in severe Georgian society. While, on my 
behalf, I am more than ready to share my experience, knowledge and passion with other TGEU members for 
the purposes of less transphobic world. 
 
Anything else you want to mention? 
I’m Vegetarian. Love animals. Adore music and theatre. Fond of conceptual photography and  all 
artistic ,creative, crazy things. 
 


